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ABSTRACT

Whyosophically, this is a unique conceptual and factual article that very seldom has been made efforts to do research based on birth, wealth, and death as three complimentary importing and exporting variables between traders (human species and the nature). Ecosophically and worldosophically, the primary objective of this conceptual article is to define, analyze, and describe conditions of trading processes between the earthly life and the eternal existence. In other words, our objective is to first syllogistically discover the propositions of the truth between natural tourism on the planet Earth and second to manifest signs of the bilateral trading processes of birth and death along with wealth as a natural factual reality. Since we are aware of this reality, we have provided more conceptual details concerning facts, truth, birth, wealth, death, and eternal questioning. Furthermore, within such a bilateral trading deal, the only non-transferable variable is wealth that within such a universal marketplace because of the universal trading restrictions it is not possible to have “universal monetary fluctuation” to be assessed and projected between traders. In addition, there is no SWIFT Bank universally, to facilitate the accuracy and the speedy processes of wealth as a commodity to be bought or sold in eternity. Also, there is no monetary convertible wealth monetary vehicle and/or universal financial derivatives to assess balance of payments – BOP - within the boundaries of the life-span of the universal trading processes between the earthly life and the eternal existence. Nevertheless, the earthly dynamic birth as the natural importing variables generates wealth but the death as an exporting variable to the eternity will not transfer wealth to the eternity. In such a bilateral trading world, there are bargaining processes that medicine facilitates to stay in such a strange and wondering place longer and generate wealth with restrictions not to be transferable to the eternity. Consequently, the trading processes between the birth of life and the birth of natural death has been known as both factual and actual propositions within the boundaries of existence. Therefore, birth and wealth are the major importing variables for having a bionic life with nature and in return, the nature pays back the price of birth and wealth with death. This is the major conceptual theme for this article. Furthermore, life, liberty, limitary, and military (4Ls) are known as foundations of the earthly truthful variables that we as human beings can realize and materialize them. However, the trading processes between the earthly life and the heavenly existence is known as a factual and actual equitable commodity that we don’t know its’ importing tariffs or quotas with an ad valorem duty and as exporting customs fees how to transfer the earthly wealth to the eternity. This is the complexity of the Universal SWIFT Banks.